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About This Game

For over a year the forces of the United States of America (Northern States) and the Confederates States of America (Southern
States) have fought a bitter war. In 1862 the governments of Great Britain, France and Spain recognize the Southern States to
secure raw materials. The Souths economy becomes dependent on trade with Europe. The Northern Government imposes a

complete blockade of shipping to the South. The Confederate Government buys warships from the European powers, to protect
its trade. This sets the stage for a naval conflict for control of the Confederates trade routes. Choose a side, build a fleet and

destroy the enemy.

Key features:

Manage financial and strategic aspects while planning your squadron's structure
Scramble your fleet to gain sea supremacy
Set up battle squadron groups, their formations and management
Realistic ship models and characteristics
Advanced ballistics and weapon models
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 / Vista / 7
Processor: Pentium 4 / Athlon 1.1 GHz or better
Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: 128 MB GeForce 6600 / RADEON 9600 or better
DirectX®: DirectX 9.0C
Hard Drive:
Sound: DirectX Compatible/16-bit sound PCI
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No gameplay, no story, no optimization. 10/10.. This is your standard platformer however springing from wall to wall or
jumping higher are dependent on a trigger you hold down to speed your ninja up as long as you've collected enough coffee cups
thorugh the level (game over when you run out of caffiene)

Gameplay is pretty bad in a new way that I haven't seen bad and since the hyperdrive gimmick turns SHN into a runner it entails
memorizing level layouts and where exactly to stand before activating your hyperdrive less you head off in the wrong direction
or over the side of a ledge

It reminded very much trying to play something like Dukes of Hazard Barnbusters with a crippled lethargic ninja, instead of the
General Lee, in a broom closet
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=keQPZ9g0fvY. This is the first time I purchased a Developer Support Pack - because the
effort and love they put into this game just touched my heart.

Thanks .45ACP and Nuryjana for supporting this DLC too!. how come ppl can finish 0.3 sec on first stage ??????????

this game is not for HOMAAAAAAAAAAAN!!. Unforseen Incidents is a point and click adventure game with a somewhat
gruesome story about the spreading of a deadly virus. The story develops in a nicely way but for a few moments where you are
somewhat lost in direction.
The game is sound technically, except for a few graphical glitches that I have experienced. Nothing that I can tell a game breaking
bug. There is a few second delay between each room that may detract from your experience - in my case it was like 2 or 3 seconds
only.
The style of the art is different, and I like it to be different, but it has some shortcommings. There are three women in the game that
look too similar to me. The animation of the walks is a hit or miss with the main protagonist being a miss for me whenever he walks
in the depth direction.
The puzzles are OK, being most of them of the type you expect from games that try to be realistic. Not all of them are, though. You
do have the usual inventory driven puzzles, the dialog tree puzzles and the ocasional journal puzzles. Puzzles are usually foretold in
advance and most of them are straightforward to resolve. There are two ocassions where you need to type in using your own
keyboard, so let me tell you this game will not work without a keyboard.
There is this one time the game tries to become something different, a stealth puzzle, and it fails. Thankfully that is only for a brief
moment of around 10 seconds but it still is a negative point.
I did not like the inventory system much as you get too many items. Drag and drop from the top bar was not enjoyable even in the
case where you had the two level inventory, e.g. the multitool sits on top and another inventory pops up with each of the tools. There
is this highlight button that helps you identifying the hotspots, something that has become common these days.
Voice acting, at least the german ones, were nice to hear. There is a single voice for which the volume is not set correctly, but that
only happens near the end of the game. Dialogues tried to by funny at times thus setting the tone in a not as dire as other games like
Dead Synchronocity.
At the end of day, I enjoyed the game and I recommend any point and click adventurer to try it.. Game Sucks

Its visualy nice and a ton of achievements to get but heres why i hate this game.

The amount of bullets on screen is insane, now hear me out im a huge fan of bullet hell games but the problem with this is theres no
way to slow the movement of your ship to dodge them, andsomehow...you never die! yes you never die......its so crazy on screen that
it leaves you wondering how the hell have i not died...because im pretty sure i get hit all the time and nothing happens. Its just no
fun to play, no matter how skillful at shumps you are, you cant use skill in this game......you kinda just play and go wit hwhat the
game does....no fun at all....too chaotic and no tools to actually let you play and dodge bullets skillfully.

Dont waste ur money. Cool retro sounds and visuals, horrible controls, awful handling. You'll be in the walls the whole time. Not
sure how a developer could have played this and felt it was acceptable to release.. Dear BrainMigraineStudos,

i really like ur gamies mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmn please hab mi babbies n mi cummies
aaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh ai ai ai F R A N G H I N O
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make sequal fr me plz. Excellent DLC, a great amount of content for the price. The first thing I have to mention- they actually
made glass walks useful!!! It used to be almost pointless, now it's amazing on both the Tower and the Pyramid! Thank god. Now,
for actual content:

The new character, Gladiator, is fun to play even though I feel like I'm going to break my mouse button with the amount of spam
clicking you have to do :P Fits in well with the existing characters while still being unique.

The new Pyramid dungeon is also fun and feels very different from the main dungeon. I love that you get a TON of epic items in
the Pyramid when in the tower, you might see one or two per run. Also, on the last set of floors, you're kind of obligated to speed
through to find certain things before going back to clear everything- in the tower, I always went through the whole floor slowly and
cleared things one room at a time, so that was definitely different. It feels like a whole different way of playing the game, which is
great.

I don't have too much to say about arena mode, except that the earlier levels aren't challenging at all if you already have high level
characters. I haven't played enough of the later levels to know how good they are.

One criticism I have about some of the changes is that they make the Tower a lot easier. The new tier of blessings and the statues in
particular. It's a huge deal for melee characters to now be able to attack from a distance. Plus, the blessing attacks count as primary
attack for lifesteal purposes, which is a little OP. Given that you can keep increasing your NG+ level infinitely, I assume it'll
eventually be hard again, but yeah. The game is definitely easier with the DLC than without. It might be more balanced if bonuses
from the statues didn't apply to Tower runs.

tl;dr: If you're a big fan of the original game, you should definitely get this DLC and experience a different way of playing the
game.
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At first I had hard time liking this game but after a while I really started to like the game and that you can also build in the
game. I like the type of games that lets you build and dungeon crawl. I think I choose good spot but my neighbor is the queen
bee and she not to friendly.. The games has change a lot I can totally say is worth

this game does give u a nice challenge , the combat system is actually great and the graphics are very nice

I totally recommend this game. makes you think, which is something i try to avoid when playing games as my reason for gaming
is to escape from that for a few hours... however the way this game does it works, its a REALLY addictive and very well
thought out game, not so much into v2 but i love this one!. I really like this game! I turn on some great music on my PC, and
turn off all sound for Blockwick 2, and then have a nice peaceful experience. The puzzles get harder and harder, and there is
more joy when each is solved! Thanks go to the Kieffer Bros, and I hope more creations are coming soon!. not bad for it being
$00.50 lol its like a open world 2d side scroller. kinda like a cheap metroid. if you have 50 cents left in your steam wallet after
purchasing those holiday sales, why not just blow it on this game. ide recommend it to players who are tired of the same old
gameplays and need a break for awhile.. i like this game,i hope the developer make the 2nd part like Clockwork 2. Plough
around levels and eliminate enemy robots. Kill them before they kill you, or morph into them before they kill you. That's it
really. It looks the part and sounds nice, however the difficulty has been cranked up to 11 which destroys any desire to persist
with what is already a rather dull game.
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